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Mens hairstyles thick hair 2020

Having long hair leaves a lot of hairstyles at your disposal. Even if your hair is technically up ponytail let's say long hair has a light fall that casually cascades down your neck, back or shoulders. As a hair stylist, long hair is my favorite play because the options feel really endless. Here are 50 prestigious styles of long, cascading strands with tips for how you
get there at every turn. 01 out of 50 Although you have some extra time in your hands, perhaps it's worth trying out a YouTube or Instagram video tutorial and learning a new weave technique like this waterfall weave. This cascading duo really is the skill we want to acquire. Be gracious with yourself, of course, and try to start with one waterfall weave before
crushing it and taking the second. 02 out of 50 This hairstyle is two for one bargain here. What looks like a casual half-up top knot from the front is also part of a bubble ponytail! What a quick way to lift such a simple style. 03 out of 50 To get an extra body and volume, rely on the accessories of your impact dryer to lend you a helping hand. Start by turning
those rings upside down and using a diffuser to evenly distribute the air flow through your curls and help define their shape. Finish the blow with a dry wide dental comb attachment to add a lift from the scalp. As you shake your curls out, apply a little hair to help maintain your airy, volumized shape. 04 out of 50 With hair props it's good, there really doesn't
need to do much more with your hair. To try a similar appearance as these falling florals, you can use a flower wire or a needle and a thread to attach heavier props to your strands. 05 out of 50 When it comes to having extra long locks, you want to make sure that your color is at the point. With so much hair to work on, bugs can be left there hidden under the
surface, and when you leave with your hair curly they can be harder to detect. Try to ask for a straight, smooth bulging, especially if you are more likely to straighten it at home. 06 out of 50 Tired of splitting hair down the center or always falling to one side? Try to wear your hair back without a change of wear. Using a mixed bristle brush (like Mason Pearson)
and your own sprayer with the tip attachment, start by pointing your hair back and forth to the root to neutralize things. Then, brush your hair back to the desired place and spritz with hairspray before allowing your blowdryer heat to follow. Do this several times and put a set of hair with flat duck account clips or wrinkle-free clips. After finishing, attach the sock
diffuser to the dryer and gently apply the cool environment to the strands. 07 out of 50 To add hippie look to your tresses, apply generous spritz hairstyles before creating four three strands of braids in the hair. Run through each weave with your flat iron, gliding (not tapping) out of Tips. Do this several times before untangle your weave. Use a wide tooth comb
to break down those subtle turns and air it with your favorite dry texture spray. Drop the peace sign and you're groovy, baby. 08 out of 50 To get the most body from your curls or waves, make sure you have a hairstyle that gives you a good shape. Adding layers to hair types with lots of natural movements, your tresses easily fall into place. 09 out of 50
Beautiful, stylized turns technique is really everything. For best results, make sure you apply good voltage. You will need a style cream to help your turns hold and fortress gel to apply your ends to keep them together. Make sure you start with clean, detached hair to help your turns last from one to two weeks. 10 out of 50 There are several wave options that
you can create with your own flat iron. One of our favorites is the S Wave. Just pull 1 part of the hair and gently push it from below so that it naturally pushes itself into the C form. Tap this shape with a flat screed and continue to go through your section, changing the direction of that C shape to create S. It sounds like a lot of letters to follow, but your hair
naturally create the forms needed for this result. 11 out of 50 We like this upgrading of Japanese-style buns, tall and structured in its shape with intentionally long ends steps down. Trade out sticks of sleek, golden hairpin and round barrette to bring the modern edge to this style and we're completely on board for it. 12 out of 50 This woeful fishtail requires
some very long, cascading locks to get the details of that level. To restore, start high at the top of the octonic bone, connecting both sides from the center and the classic end with a delicate, sheer strip to tie things together. This weave requires very small sections to get such complex-looking weaves. 13 out of 50 boxes of braids are classic go-to long,
cascading strands, natural or not. If your hair is not long enough, weaving in extensions is quite typical for this appearance. This is a really interesting way to play long hair for a couple of months. 14 out of 50 For gelled it seems to be more natural and does not crunch up or leave residues around the hair line to apply soft foam instead of gel. Using your
diffuser and some no-crease clips will help you guide your hair as you want it to sit at your roots. If necessary, you can use a water-based pomad to describe your edges in detail or smooth out the hair line. 15 out of 50 protective accessories are going to help your hairstyle last for days at the end to prevent wrinkles in the hair. Some of my favorites are gold
nail clips and silk or satin scrunchies from My Kitsch. 16 out of 50 For soft curls like this, Use extra large hot rollers and brush it with your Mason Pearson. Bumblebee Dryspun Dryspun Spray will help add more body to your style if necessary, and adding ribbons or arcs to the mix will give your style a very dainty, feminine feel. 17 out of 50 An easy way to
accessorize a long weave is a criss cross method with your banding of choice. It can be elastic, shoelaces, or any type of colored thread. Just wrap the center of your group around the top of your weave and criss cross them all the way down, tying the ends together. 18 out of 50 For a retro inspired '60s look, a la Brigette Bardot, use an annoying tail comb
like this from YS Park. Use the end of the comb to create a deep side part, then take the thin sections to the crown and first spray the end of each section with hairspray before going with your annoying comb. When you set all the sections down, gently wipe it to smooth it with mason Pearson. 19 out of 50 When you need to choose products for extremely
long waves, look for ingredients such as shea butter, coconut oil or avocado oil to make moisture a top priority for your hair. 20 out of 50 With strands of it long, your ponytails must be nothing short chic. Pulling your strands straight back from the eye line will give a clean, tight look from the front as your ponytail cascades itself down the back. 21 out of 50
Take your bed in waves from the messy glam'd up thrown into a simple bejeweled hair pin or two. For a piece-y look at the ends, rub some pomade between the fingers and run them through your ends to get some separation. 22 out of 50 As long, cascading pylons are not paying enough attention, some of them wrapping in knots and allowing others to hang
down really drew our eye. 23 out of 50 Keep your long, lush curls defined really just a matter of using a barrel of the right size. If you choose a barrel too small, it will leave a very unnatural appearance and if you go too wide, you lack the serious volume that your texture can provide. Using serum or oils such as EVOLVh's Wonderbalm will also help ensure
natural, easy separation. 24 out of 50 Who don't love the classic cascade weave? The quick addition of this particularly high scrunchie around the base makes all the difference. 25 out of 50 You can use your favorite round brush to get a true, complete look from your bulging. When you get to the ends, give them a quick little turn of fun, soft details of your
look. 26 out of 50 If you don't have wavy hair naturally, fake it until you make it by adding a little OUAI Wave Spray ($26) to your strands and then scrunching up sections into your hands. Press each hand-held pile with a impact dryer. When the hair is completely dry, you can touch things by walking through any exotic waves or frizzier areas with your curling
iron, switching your barrel wrapping halfway down to completely imperfect wild waves. 27 out of 50 To get a full head of curls, wrap 1 1 hair around 1 waving iron. Be sure to wrap each section in the same direction. When this is done, grab a wet brush and rake through these curls, brushing until what you get is a single, cohesive wave pattern with lots of fluff
and extra volume. 28 out of 50 side hair is an easy way to elevate your look for any occasion. If pinning it back to one side like Awkwafina is not your jam, check out our list of 20 Glamorous Side-Swept Looking For More Inspo. 29 out of 50 These 3/4 waves left us googly-eyed. With extensions of extra length, and a wet brush taken just through the ends of
the hair, we were left with this wonderful Disco Glam fever. For more '70s hair inspo, click here for our nod to feather hairstyles. 30 out of 50 Sometimes all it takes to get a retro-mod beauty look is to tie the cat's eye with a thin headband. Can it get more low key than that? 31 out of 50 When a natural ginger or redhead has long, cascading hair, the little
mermaid fangirl over me lives vicariously through her. 32 out of 50 fun, funky updos like this require long strands to get the full effect. After you have secured your ponytail straight back from your ears, start twisting your ponytail and then, just before it becomes too tight, lift the swing to the base of the head and fasten with the hair pins. Adding a bobby pin
discreetly to the base will help give an extra hold of your strands before letting the ends hang freely. 33 out of 50 triple or double barrel screed is an easy way to get a lot of beautiful movement into your hair with minimal effort. If you have additional long strands, any tool that can help reduce the timing of the style is very important for your style efforts. 34 out
of 50 Get big bombs barbie blowout need to start from the beginning. Get your hands on a good voluminous shampoo and conditioner and follow the volumizing primer like this from Virtue Labs. Applying the primer generously to the roots (wet or dry) and blow drying it with your hands will have your hair reach the sky through certain times. 35 out of 50 Long
hairs are a prerequisite for some updo styles, such as these double Dutch weave buns. Divide the hair down in the center to create two French braids. Then wrap your ends in two buns and fasten with hairpins. 36 out of 50 long hairs can provide a lot of natural volume when all this is combined firmly like this ballerina upper knot. Turn your head upside down
and spray the hair brush with hairspray, maintaining good tension when pulling your hair together to remove bumps. 37 of the 50 super soft layers require an ultra-soft colour. With effortless colors and cut combos that look this natural, you can stretch your salon visits for six months at least. 38 out of 50 Glitter always means a good time, am I right?! Whether
weaving or straight down, use a color brush or small tooth comb to apply some gel around your detachment or style Dust your sequins while the product is wet, so it will stick. 39 out of 50 Who says face fracttion bits around the hair line must be short?? No one, that's what. We love seeing Jessica Alba embracing these long cascading bits around her face.
Add a scarf wrap to the mix and a good image to channel the final, calm holiday vibes. 40 out of 50 long hairs are not always cascading down. Sometimes it cascades out. The way he falls, we vote to just let him hang everything. The queen of 41 of the 50 bows, Nell Diamond, who also has the longest hair across the land, started some of her very own hair
accessories fitted with bows, known for accompanying nap dresses and silk pillowcases to her bedding brand, Hill House Home. 42 out of 50 Completely imperfect test random fishtail pyjamas will have others swooning through their strands from all directions. 43 out of 50 If you have long, thick hair, the hair style section does not require tons of effort to look
completely connected. A simple classic like this semi-down style is sure to get heaps of fans. 44 out of 50 Another fun way to spruce up an easy hairstyle on long strands is to add another texture to your ends. Try pulling your hair into a high ponytail and crimping it to add a little variation to your daily. 45 out of 50 colored bobby pins have a playful touch to
any hairstyle. Adding two or three here and there can be a nice, subtle touch, or you can go all out and make a loud statement piece like this colored gradient criss crossed bobby pins from root to end. 46 out of 50 Sometimes the best accessories are directly under your nose. We love this woeful wild grass by Olivia Wilde that has been pulled from her stylists
in her garden. 47 out of 50 If you want to get really experimental with your long strands, try to make a wet look to dry. Using a style lotion or gel, you will help shape and fix the hair closest to your roots. 48 out of 50 accessories are the best friend of each hair length. These Jennifer Behr pins lift a clean, sleek ponytail to the next level. 49 out of 50 Giving
yourself a deep side of withdrawal is a really fun way to enhance your look when you need an easy route to get yourself in case ready. We rounded up a little more on our favorite side swept looking at you here. 50 out of 50 If you have long light hair, you can try to make a bold statement with a pastel pop. Adding a temporary, playful color, such as pink or
lavender, instantly, a head-turning change to previously bleached hair. It will disappear with every washing, so it's a short live relationship. To learn more, check out our comprehensive guide to Going Pastel. Pastel.
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